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All along, China's insurance industry mainly include direct sale and agents 
marketing. With the application of network, popular telemarketing began to play an 
important role in marketing. Although telemarketing can save the operation costs of 
the insurance company, as a new way of marketing can be accepted by people or not, 
depends on telemarketing insurance products design and marketing skills, in which  
human resource management of the insurance telemarketing industry plays an 
important role. With the development of social ,economic , scientific and technology, 
there is new opportunities and challenges human resource management role of the 
insurance telemarketing is facing.  
   In this paper, high-involved and high-controlled human resource management 
models are defined by six elements, including requirements of personnel quality, 
professional training, performance pay, promotion, job security and work organization. 
By analyzing the characteristics of insurance products and insurance marketing 
channels indicates that insurance telemarketing needs telemarketing staff 
communicate effectively with customers, understand their needs，flexibly provide 
customized products to fit their needs and really participate in corporate management. 
These requirements of insurance telemarketing to personnel are highly fit to 
high-involved human resource management.  
   Although the fast increase of the number of insurance employees, the quantity, 
structure and quality of entire insurance employees can not keep up with the demand 
of insurance market. High-level insurance talents are short, and there are unreasonable 
in incentive and talent selection system. Human resource management model of 
China's insurance telemarketing is more high-controlled. This paper further use  
SPSS statistical methods, by the way of questionnaire to examine human resources 
management model type of T property insurance companies telemarketing division. 
Statistical analysis is: T Property Insurance Company telemarketing division in 
recruitment, staff development, performance evaluation, promotion, job security, team, 
organizational structure efficiency demonstrated by the fact, are more in line with the 
characteristics of high-controlled human resource management model. Therefore, 















management model that the current human resource management model of T property 
insurance company is high-controlled.  
   The high-controlled human resource management model of insurance 
telemarketing of T property company can not be well promote the realization of 
organizational goals. The paper based on the results of econometric analysis proposed 
change and improvement measures of human resource management model of 
insurance telemarketing of T property company from the six human resource 
management factors. Meantime, strengthen the social supervision to insurance staff to 
achieve the external fit between human resource management and strategic objectives 
of insurance telemarketing, and then healthily advance the entire insurance industry.  
   Finally, based on summarizing the main points of this paper, the paper prospected 
further research directions. .  
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